Mobile Modular

Advancing Modern Education
With Modular Classrooms Built To Perform

Serving California, Florida, Texas and the Mid-Atlantic states.
Relocatable Classroom Solutions For Today’s Emerging Educational Challenges.

Mobile Modular provides the modular learning environments that today’s school districts depend upon to master the demanding challenges of modern education.

School districts around the nation are challenged today as never before. Limited budgets, escalating class sizes, fluctuating enrollment and faculty fatigue all combine to make the task of modern education a daunting, arduous enterprise—an endless quest to balance the constraints of fixed resources with the growing demands of academic responsibility.

Mobile Modular offers America’s largest and best maintained fleet of modular classroom solutions, available to school districts today for lease, rent or purchase and backed by a team of experts who truly understand the needs of today’s educators. Durable, full–featured to fit your exact specifications, our modular building systems provide high performance workspaces for schools eager to make the most of their land and capital resources.

A wide variety of floorplans and customizable options ensure that your relocatable learning environments not only meet or exceed all applicable state building codes, but also satisfy demanding educational requirements.

Mobile Modular offers the largest fleet of portable classrooms and educational buildings in today’s market and deep experience in the challenges of school space and capital resource manageability. When schools need cost effective, dependable and exceptionally well–maintained modular classrooms, our team of professionals are ready with fast delivery and reliable installation.

“Better Classrooms Deliver Better Performance."

At Mobile Modular, we deliver portable building solutions to fit the needs of today’s school district. From classrooms to cafeterias, administrative offices to weight rooms, our fleet of sturdy educational workspaces provides ready answers when schools need them most.

“...immaculate condition of the portables when they arrived. We were also extremely happy with the professionalism and work ethic of the personnel who assembled the buildings and walkways.”

- Richard Wright
Edna High School

www.mobilemodularrents.com
Let us take care of all of your space needs.

Mobile Modular’s Educational Building Systems

Expert Guidance By Education Veterans

Unlike many other modular classroom providers, Mobile Modular’s regional teams include industry veterans with extensive experience in the challenges of educational space. We believe that this unique perspective allows us to offer quality guidance that is unparalleled in the world of portable classrooms. From initial needs consultation to long term maintenance planning, your school district’s relocatable workspaces are delivered and managed by professionals who truly understand your needs.

www.mobilemodularrents.com

*The availability of the product and its features may vary. Please contact your sales specialist for further information. These specifications are subject to change without notice.
Quality Support From Today’s Modular Building Leader.

The leader in modular relocatable classrooms since 1979, Mobile Modular delivers and supports the industry’s finest portable learning spaces in major markets throughout North America. For school districts in search of more cost–effective and reliable classroom and multi–purpose building options, our products offer an ideal balance of practical, aesthetic and logistic advantages–modern relocatable workspaces for educators faced with unprecedented and growing challenges.

Available Applications

• Relocatable Classrooms
• Administrative Offices
• Science Labs
• Pre-school
• Weight Rooms
• Teacher Resource Centers
• Restroom Buildings
• Libraries
• Cafeterias
• Kindergarten
• Book Stores
• Computer Labs

Available Options

• Ramps
• Decking
• Canopy

To learn more about how Mobile Modular can help your schools make the most of your available workspace options, visit www.mobilemodularrents.com today or call our office at 1-800-944-3442.

Proud member of:
Industry Excellence Delivered With Local Focus.

From weather to politics, culture to budgets, every geographical region offers a unique mix of challenges and opportunities—a distinct character that insists on local, specialized attention. At Mobile Modular, you never have to choose between local, personal attention and the reliable financial backing of a nationwide service network.

Our specialists stand ready to provide a special focus on the regional distinctions that set your school district apart, and that insist upon a personalized commitment to firsthand experiences.

Exceptional Reliability.

Once our local specialists have finalized your district’s requirements and confirmed your order, Mobile Modular works with you to ensure timely delivery and prompt installation of your new buildings.

Prompt Service.

Every Mobile Modular relocatable workspace is thoroughly cleaned before being shipped to the installation site. On-site unit upgrades, such as the addition of walls, windows and doors, are also available upon request.

Mobile Modular provides the largest, best-maintained fleet of portable classrooms and educational workspaces available in today’s modular building industry. Should your building ever require repair, our team will respond promptly and with quality care. Most critical service issues can be responded to and addressed within 24 hours of your call to our service professionals.